Workshop Comments

Encouraging Mentors…

The Workshop
The workshop can be longer
than three (3) hours depending
on the amount of your
interaction, discussion and input.
Any extra time depends on you.
After this workshop, I am
available to help you begin this
process of application. Becoming
a biblical encouraging mentor
with great results is not a onetime event but an on-going
liberating process for you and
your church!

“Inspiring for my job, friendships,
and (my) family!” ~~ Calgary

Encouraging Churches!

“All of (the workshop) was useful
for me.”

A PRACTICAL
PROVEN WORKSHOP
(3-HOUR EVENT)

“Great presentation. Thanks for the
inspiration!” ~~ Christ-Centered
Professionals Club
“Thanks for bringing your passion
to serve Christ to Leduc Alliance.”
~~Pastor McDowell
“Best material on encouragement
I’ve ever heard ~~ interview,
Willard Thiessen, New Day TV

Developed and presented by

Stewart Brown, D. Min.
www.oneheartministries.ca
revstewart@hotmail.com
Tel 780-642-3970
Contact me for a personal
meeting or for arranging a
phone conversation to discuss
details for your church.

to equip you and your church
family in living as passionate
encouraging mentors…

ENCOURAGNG MENTORS… ENCOURAGING CHURCHES!

 Discover an encouraging mentor’s Identity--character—

in your

lifestyle.
 Discern crucial differences between superficial

 marriage

encouragement and real lasting encouragement.

 family

 Know the two paradigms of encouragement -- avoiding the

 church

"popular" version and implementing the biblical version.

 neighbourhood
 workplace

 relationships

 Receive ten (10) powerful encouraging mentor exercises for daily
practise in your five (5) core relationship spheres (marriage > family >
church or group > neighbourhood > workplace).
 Discover the three (3) key roles of encouraging mentors and specific
models, illustrations for each.
 Understand God's encouragement culture (inter-relationship between

What You
Get …

Father-Son-Holy Spirit), apply it in your own life and relationships.
 Learn how to live out four (4) life principles of an encouraging mentor
(from life of Barnabas).

 An 18-page workbook with

 Learn how to apply the daily mindset of an encouraging mentor in all

practical mentoring "tool" for

your relationships (empowering your church to deeply impact your

immediate daily use.

community).

 A wallet or purse sized card
with five (5) life keys and biblical
references for daily application.

